Oncology: Bortecad

Bortecad

When ordering a prepaid course - a discount of 3000 rubles!

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerCadila Pharmaceuticals Ltd

Description
Basic informationDescriptionOrder, delivery and payment

Where to buy Bortekad?
Once an Indian pharmaceutical company bought out the rights to produce the active substance bortezomib under its own brand - Bortekad. If a
person has been diagnosed with multiple myeloma, Bortekad will be the best solution in the fight against it. The drug is intended for therapy in
combination with others, and it can also be treated without additional drugs. On our website, the medicine Bortekad is sold at affordable prices
and can be ordered today. Do not self-medicate, but inform your doctor about the decision so that he can confirm the possibility of therapy with
Bortekad.
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Bortecad prices
Bortecad did not spend a lot of money on the promotion of the drug, because its medicinal properties are beyond doubt. At the heart of the
medication is bortezomib, which has undergone clinical trials more than once and has proven its effectiveness in the treatment of multiple
myeloma. It will be really beneficial to get the Bortecad drug. With this, you can not only provide yourself with qualified treatment, but also
significantly save money. Every medicine that we sell comes to our country thanks to suppliers with many years of experience.

Active substance BORTEZOMIB
Bortezmib is an active ingredient in several medicines. It can replace other active components, or it can be used in the very first stages.
Bortezomib can kill cancer cells and remove them from the body. Therapy may carry some side effects: body aches; dizziness; upset
gastrointestinal tract; sleep disturbance; allergic skin rashes; asthenia and many others. Such reactions should be only temporary and go away
after a couple of weeks.

Description
The drug Bortekad is sold in its original packaging. One package should contain 2 mg of powder, which is developed on the basis of bortezomib
and auxiliary components.

Indications BORTEZOMIB
Patients with multiple myeloma can be treated with Bortekad. The medication is available only for adult patients. Ask your doctor for all the
details and read the instructions in the box. The dosage can only be adjusted by the attending physician.

Contraindications
The drug Bortekad has a number of contraindications: serious problems with the cardiovascular system; pregnancy; lactation period; minor age.
When undergoing treatment, constantly monitor so that there are no allergic reactions and complications.

How to order generic Bortekad?
Medication Bortekad can be purchased on the website at a very low cost. It is easy to find it in the catalog and then add it to the cart, from
where, directly, the purchase is made.

Delivery
As soon as the application is completed, the consultants will call back in order to clarify all the nuances. After that, the drug Bortekad will be sent
to the address indicated in the application. Delivery is distributed throughout Russia.

Payment
Medication Bortekad is paid directly at the time of ordering. This is all conveniently and quickly done online. We insist on 100% prepayment.
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